The principle of spark plasma ceramics sintering method is presented, its advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Li + ionic conductor Li 3x La 2/3-x TiO 3 (x = 0.1) and oxygen ionic conductor CeO 2 -20 mol% Sm 2 O 3 nanoceramics have been prepared using this method. Electrical properties of the obtained ceramics were measured in the broad frequency range of 10 Hz to 3 GHz and temperature interval from 300 K up to 800 K. Ionic conductivities inside grains and in the grain boundaries have been separated from impedance spectra.
INTRODUCTION *
Investigation of solid electrolyte nanoceramics is state of the art direction in materials science. Conventional ceramics sintering way is not suitable to create nanoceramics because of grain growth at high sintering temperature. For example in [1] the authors get bigger ceramic crystallites when increasing the sintering temperature. Besides very small grains the obtained ceramics should be of high density, more than 95 % of the theoretical density is necessary for applications. So the preparation of nanoceramics is complicated procedure, which requires special equipment. Spark plasma sintering reactor can be used for this purpose.
Due to very complicated and expensive equipment there are not so many publications about electrical properties of spark plasma sintered solid electrolytes. Yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) [2, 3] or several ceria based solid electrolytes [4, 5] have been made and investigated. On the other hand, we have no knowledge about publications where Li + ion conductor was sintered by spark plasma method. So in the present paper the procedure of creating Li 3x La 2/3-x TiO 3 (x = 0.1) (LLTO) and CeO 2 -20 mol% Sm 2 O 3 (SDC-20) nanoceramics by spark plasma sintering method is reported, some advatages and dissadvantages of the technique is given, and electrical properties of the obtained ceramics have been investigated.
EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
To obtain ceramics with grain sizes in the nanometre range the powders with nanometre particle sizes are required. The preparation procedure of obtaining LLTO nanopowder has already been presented [6] . SDC-20 nanopowder was obtained from Fuel Cell Materials (Lot #: 274-024, surface area: 212 m 2 /g).
Dr. Sinter spark plasma sintering equipment was used to obtain nanoceramics. 5 g of SDC-20 nanopowder was placed in a graphite press form with 20 mm in diameter and for LLTO 10 mm press form was used. 50 MPa pressure was applied. The simultaneous pressing of the powder in a press form when heated is related to the unique feature of this kind of sintering, namely the possibility to create samples with the preferred geometry. The final sintering temperature of LLTO was 960 °C and it was much lower compared to conventional sintering, which is 1200 °C. Final sintering temperature of SDC-20 was 1100 °C, sintering duration at the highest temperature was 6 min and the whole sintering process lasted only about 10 min. The system had been cooling down naturally for 2 h. The main parameters of SDC-20 sintering process, including temperature, vacuum level in the chamber, applied voltage, current, and shrinkage of the sample in the press form, are shown in Figure 1 . We can see from the curves that the last 3 min of the sintering there is no shrinkage of the sample. . Both materials change colour from light yellow to black. However, these materials can be oxidised back to the initial chemical compositions. The oxidation was performed in air atmosphere at 900 °C, dwell time was 10 h, heating and cooling rates were 3 deg/min. The examples of the samples are shown in Figure 2 . Besides the oxidation processes undesirable carbon will burn out from the surface of the obtained samples, which comes from graphite press form.
Unfortunately the sample can crack during cooling in some cases (Figure 2 , b) because of different expansion coefficients of graphite and sintered body.
Scanning electron micrographs of LLTO surface show very dense microstructure of the ceramics (Figure 2, c) . The nanometric grains do not grow during sintering and remain not bigger than ~100 nm. The densities of the obtained ceramics were measured by Archimedes method using analytical electronic balance (KERN & Sohn GmbH, ABS 120-4). The densities of oxidized ceramics were calculated from the formula: Electrical properties of the samples have been measured by two impedance spectrometers. The measurements in the low frequencies from 10 Hz to 2 MHz have been performed with a home-made impedance spectrometer [7] . In the frequency range 300 kHz -3 GHz electrical properties of the samples were measured using coaxial technique [8] . Measurement temperature range was from 300 K to 800 K.
RESULTS
Frequency dependences of the real part of conductivity (σ′) for LLTO and SDC nanoceramics obtained by spark plasma method are shown in Figure 3 Although clear plateaus are absent in the σ′ frequency dependences, the grain conductivity can be separated from the total conductivity when fitting the experimental results to an equivalent circuit. The usual representation of the obtained result is complex plain plot. Resistivity in complex plain is presented in Figure 4 . Two depressed and partially overlapping semicircles were found and they can be associated with the resistances of grains and grain boundaries. The diameters of the semicircles correspond to values of 1/σ b ("b" denotes grain or "bulk", as bulk conductivity consists of all grains in the sample) and 1/σ gb ("gb" denotes "grain boundary") as it is shown in Figure 4 . The conductivities of ceramics, bulk and total, obey Arrhenius law with one exception. LLTO ceramics activation energy of bulk conductivity changes at about 500 K. Such non-Arrhenius behavior was observed and analyzed previously [9] .
Total conductivity is a product of grain (or bulk) and grain boundary resistivities:
σ tot of LLTO nanoceramics was found to be several orders of magnitude lower compared to the bulk conductivity. So the major role in the overall LLTO conductivity is played by the non-conductive grain boundaries. Temperature behavior of nano LLTO σ b is similar to the ceramics with micrometric grains. σ tot activation energies of nano and micro LLTO ceramics are similar, but we have found σ tot values of nano LLTO much lower compared to micro LLTO [9] . Obviously in nanocaramics there are more grain boundaries and they have bigger influence on the electrical properties compared to ceramics with grain sizes in micrometer range. On the other hand, bulk conductivity of SDC-20 nanoceramics is very close to the total. σ b and its activation energy is very close to SDC-20 ceramics with micro grains (bulk activation energy is about 0.8 eV), but the values of σ gb and its activation energy strongly depend on ceramics sintering conditions [10] . For the ceramics sintered at temperatures between 1200 °C and 1500 °C grain boundary activation energies vary from about 1.35 eV to 1.03 eV [10] . We have found the grain boundary activation energy of SDC-20 nanoceramics 0.87 eV, which is lower compared to the one of microceramics. This points out, that in SDC-20 the energy barriers for oxygen-ion jumps in grain boundary areas are reduced because of the nanosizes of ceramic grains. Grain boundary properties of oxygen ion conducting solid electrolytes were summarized in the review article of Xin Guo et al. [11] . The nature of oxygen conduction in ceria based solid electrolytes is completely different compared to lithium conductors. At the interfaces between ceramic grains defect concentration is higher, in these regions oxygen vacancies are generated hereby increasing the mobility of O 2-ions. So increasing the number of grain boundaries in oxygen conducting ceramics makes grain boundary resistance almost negligible.
CONCLUSIONS
Li 3x La 2/3-x TiO 3 (x = 0.1) and CeO 2 -20 mol% Sm 2 O 3 nanoceramics have been prepared by spark plasma sintering method. The spark plasma sintering offers some essential advantages over conventional ceramic sintering: 1. No grain growth; 2. Good density of the obtained ceramics; 3. Lower sintering temperatures and very fast process. There are also some disadvantages of this process: 1. Reduction of the samples, which need to be oxidised back; 2. Sample pollution with carbon; 3. Sample cracking; 4. Complicated and expensive equipment.
Electrical properties of the obtained ceramics have been investigated by impedance spectroscopy. Ionic conductivities in grains and in grain boundaries of the ceramics were separated from the wide frequency range spectra. The total conductivity of SDC-20 nanoceramics is very close to the bulk conductivity showing grain boundary conduction nature in oxygen conducting ceramics. Contrary, in LLTO nanoceramics the bulk conductivity is several orders of magnitude greater compared to the total conductivity. This property is characteristic to ceramics in which grain boundaries block ionic motion. Non-Arrhenius behaviour is observed in bulk ionic conductivity of LLTO nanoceramics, similarly to the microceramic systems.
